PROGRAM to the 2016 NAFS conference
28-29 November, 2016

PEOPLE MOVING WITH FOOD:
Food, migration and multiculturalism
The Nordic Association for Food Studies (NAFS), founded in Stockholm in December 2009, is
an independent network bringing together researchers in the Nordic and Baltic countries.
For the first time NAFS will organize a conference in Norway to widen the awareness of the
network and explore the potentials for establishing “NAFS Norge”.
NAFS addresses all Nordic food researchers. The conference is interdisciplinary and we wish
to gather a network of Nordic scholars, mix perspectives and disciplines such as
anthropology, ethnology, history, sociology, archeology, nutrition, design, art etc.
Sessions on the 29th of November are opened to everybody.

Venue:

Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences,
Pilestredet 46- Oslo

Day 1 – closed sessions 28.nov.2016
Day 2 – opened sessions 29.nov.2016

Room:
Room:

P46-PA311
P46-PA113

We warmly welcome you and look forward to seeing you in Oslo!
The Oslo arranging committee
SIFO and Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences
-

In alphabetical order -

Virginie Amilien, Sigurd Bergflødt, Atle Wehn Hegnes, Gun Roos and Laura Terragni

For any question or more information, please contact: Nafs2016@hioa.no

Program
Day 1 – closed
sessions

Title /session/ paper

Speaker/ chair

11.30-12.30

28.nov.2016
Room P46-PA311
Opening - Lunch Welcome to NAFS 2016 Oslo

Session 1
12.40 – 13.10

12.30 – 14.00
From Naples to Nässjö - how pizza came to Sweden

13.15 – 13.30

Using food culture and heritage in a new context - a
study on immigrating food entrepreneurs

13.35 – 13.55
14.00-14.15

Debate and discussion session 1
Pause/ Coffee break

Session 2
14.25 -14.40

14.20 – 15.30
The importance of the drink for the meal – an
introspective study among immigrant adolescents

Chair : Gun Roos
Maria Frostling-Henningsson

14.45-15.00

Tenna Jensen

15.05-15.25

Frikadeller or phat thai? Food preferences among older
people in Copenhagen
Debate and discussion session 2

15.30-15.45

Pause/ Coffee break

Session 3:

15.50 – 17.10

Chair : Atle Wehn Hegnes

15.55- 16.10

Exchange students and their experience with food

Inger Eikland Hagen

16.15-16.30

Dorte Ruge
Rikke Vingaard Thrane

16.35-16.55

Pupils moving with food in integrated public school
foodscapes – how can this contribute to integration and
inclusion? Results from LOMA case study
Debate and discussion session 3

16.55-17.05

. Conclusion of the day

17.10 – 17.25

Pause/ Coffee break

Chair : Richard Tellström
and Laura Terragni

17.30-18.15

Open meeting: NAFS Invitation to create a NAFS Norge
About NAFS – historical and goals
Welcome to NAFS Norge Discussion

18.15

End of the day

Chair: Laura Terragni
Key note:
Henrik Hultman
Jessica Lindbergh and
Birgitta Schwartz

.

Virginie Amilien
Richard Tellström

Dinner will be at KJELLTORESMAT - 19.45 on 28th of November.
Tore Namstad, famous Norwegian chef, will prepare us a special menu from the theme “People
migrating with food – Food migrating with people”. Address: Munkedamsveien 71, 0270

Those who want can walk together to the restaurant can meet at 19.15 in front of P46.
http://kjelltoresmat.no/index.php

Please let us know if you have any allergy/special diet BEFORE November 15th. Contact: Nafs2016@hioa.no

Day 2 –
opened sessions

Title /session/ paper

29.nov.2016

P46-PA113

08.30-8.45

Coffee -

08.50-08.55

Welcome to NAFS 2016

Session1

Speaker/ chair

Virginie Amilien
Chair: Gun Roos

09.00-10.40

Key note:
Henry Notaker

09.00-09.30

Recipes crossing frontiers - with people and in books

09.35-09.50

Inheriting your ancestor’s diasporic food culture–
A planned project how Swedish fourth and fifth
generation emigrants in USA relate to their ancestor’s
former Swedish food culture

Richard Tellström

09.55-10.10

From potato to rice and beans: memory and polish
culinary tradition throughout three generations.

Claudia Ridel Juzwiak
Teressa Juzwiak

10.15 – 10.35

Debate and discussion session 1

10.40-10.55

Pause / Coffee break

Session 2:

11.00-13.00

Chair: Atle Wehn Hegnes

11.05-11.35

Recreating Ghanaian food in private and public spheres
in London: the significance of gender and meal formats

Key note:
Helena Tuomainen

11.40-11.55

Mothers moving with food: child feeing practices among
Somali and Iraqi mother living in Norway

Laura Terragni

12.00-12.15

“I feel Swedish when I eat Swedish” – a qualitative study
of migrant children´s experiences in the meeting with a
new food culture

Sara Malmkvist

12.20-12.50

Debate and discussion session 2

12.50-13.00

Followed by: Conclusion of the day

13.05-14.00

End of the conference Norwegian lunch

.

.

Chair :Richard Tellström
and Virginie Amilien

Practical information

1- Place and rooms
HERE is P46

When you come to P46, just follow the posters NAFS 2016-

2- From the airport/ to the airport
Several alternatives from the airport to Oslo / HiOA
When you arrive at Gardermoen, you go out (after toll) and take on your right : just
walk for a couple of minutes to the trains.
a) Trains – 2 alternatives

Express train / Flytoget
Express train takes about 20 minutes from the city centre to the airport.
You can stop at Nationaltheatret (15 mn. To walk to HiOA) or Oslo Sn (Central
station). Price is around 18 euros.
Here the timetable. Flytoget fares and timetables.

NSB – Norwegian State Railways
All NSB Regional Trains that run between Skien, Oslo, Lillehammer and
Trondheim stop at Oslo Airport. NSB Local Trains on the Kongsberg–Eidsvoll
line also stop at the Airport. It takes approximatively 40 mn. Price is around 9
euros and you can use your train ticket in the bus/metro/tram service in Oslo
during one hour. Here the timetable :NSB fares and timetables.
2) Bus

- Ruter
Ruter buses run to and from Oslo Airport and make a number of stops in the
vicinity of the Airport. Ruter fares and timetables.

Airport Express Coach (SAS Flybussen)
The Airport Express Coach runs between Oslo city centre and Oslo Airport every 20
minutes every day. One of them is going to SASRadisson Holbergsplass just nearby the
HiOA
http://www.flybussen.no/en

Nor-way bus Airport Coach (Flybussekspressen)
The Nor-way bus Airport Coach runs to and from Majorstuen. Less interesting if you are
leaving nearby the HiOA:
https://www.nor-way.no/nb-NO

About NAFS
NAFS is a network consisting of researchers from a broad range of academic disciplines.
The common denominator is an interest in human eating practices and the way meals are
purchased, consumed, used or produced. The members of the network also share a common
interest in exploring different ways to deepen and expand the understanding of food and
meals from a cultural perspective.
The network aims deliberately at being interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary. The idea is to
constitute a platform for the exchange of knowledge and ideas in the multifaceted field of
food studies.
NAFS has no formal requirements for membership. It is up to each individual to decide if his
or her own field of interest fits into that of the network.
Being a NAFS member is not mandatory, but we really hope to meet you all on Monday 28th
after session 3 to discuss both NAFS and “NAFS Norge”.

